AI-Enhanced Clario SmartWorklist™
Your SmartWorklist, Even Smarter

Highly customizable and intuitive, Clario SmartWorklist helps your team skillfully
manage diagnostic workflows augmented with clinical AI
Key Benefits:

Add value to your
diagnostic workflows
through automated
prioritization, helping
clinicians review cases
faster without impeding
their professional
autonomy.

Cost-effective UI-based
rules configuration
allows administrators to
customize, on-demand,
the criteria that qualifies
a study to send through
available algorithms.

Gradually integrate AI into
your diagnostic workflows
through a user-friendly
interface, giving you
further autonomy over
the evolution of your tech
stack.

AI Prioritization
Clario’s AI prioritization showcases AI Status and AI Priority for cases run through third-party algorithms.
Directly within the worklist, AI Status displays if a study has yet to be processed through an intended external
algorithm while AI Priority flags cases identified with potential positive findings and automatically moves them
to the top of the worklist with high priority status for immediate radiologist review.
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Clario AI Navigator™
Clario AI Navigator is a fully integrated and automated
triage workflow, capable of integrating with virtually
any third-party algorithm. This sophisticated AI
workflow orchestrator, unlike traditional clinical AI
platforms, offers rule-based configuration at the
practice-level, giving you complete control over
which cases are sent for clinical AI processing.
Administrators can build priority configurations
from factors such as time of day, TAT thresholds,
patient age, end-of-shift verification, and more. As
most clinical AI platforms charge a per study fee, AI
Navigator cuts the unnecessary cost of running AI on
less critical studies that may not meet the algorithm’s
specifications.

SmartWorklist™ and IntelePACS™: Smarter Together
Optimize your AI-enhanced workflows by integrating your SmartWorklist solution with IntelePACS. Through
InteleViewer™, radiologists can leverage different mechanisms to visualize AI findings, including Secondary
Captures, to AI widgets, and embedded AI viewers.

To discover more about Clario’s AI-enhanced workflows, visit
https://www.intelerad.com/en/radiology/clinical-ai/ai-navigator.

About Intelerad
Intelerad is one of the leading providers of software and services for the healthcare industry. Headquartered in
Raleigh, NC and Montreal, Intelerad has nearly 700 employees located in offices across six countries. Nearly
2,000 healthcare organizations around the world rely on Intelerad products to manage patient data, helping
them reduce time and workload while improving patient outcomes. Intelerad’s award-winning enterprise
solutions have been recognized by Best in KLAS and Intelerad’s Ambra Health ranked #1 for Image Exchange in
the 2022 Best in KLAS: Software and Professional Services report. To learn more, visit intelerad.com and follow
Intelerad on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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